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Abstract. In this paper, we analyze the security of the mutual authen-
tication and search protocols recently proposed by Tan et al. [20]. Our
security analysis clearly highlights important security pitfalls in these.
More precisely, privacy location of the tags’ holder is compromised by
the authentication protocol. Moreover, the static identifier which rep-
resents the most valuable information that a tag supposedly transmits
in a secure way, can be exposed by an adversary when the authentica-
tion protocol is used in combination with one of the search protocols.
Finally, we point out how the improved search protocols are vulnerable
to traceability attacks, and show the way an attacker can impersonate a
legitimate tag.
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1 Introduction

In RFID systems, readers and tags can employ authentication protocols with
the purpose of authenticating each other. These protocols commonly exchange
a number of messages between the involved entities. Specifically, one of the pro-
tocol entities sends a challenge(s) to the other entity and then it verifies the
correctness of the received response(s). To achieve the intended security objec-
tives, readers and tags are often mutually authenticated. Besides authentication,
when a reader needs to find a certain tag among a large population of tags, it
requires a search protocol. An efficient scheme is difficult to design, and more so
if it should be robust enough not to compromise the security and privacy of the
system.

Tan et al. recently proposed a serverless mutual authentication and a search
protocol for RFID systems [20], both heavily based on the use of hash functions.
Moreover, three improved search protocols were introduced in their paper. The
authors claimed optimal security for both the proposed authentication protocol
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and the basic/improved search protocols. Nevertheless, in this article, we show
important security pitfalls on these schemes.

Paper Organization: We describe Tan et al. protocols in § 2. A traceability
attack against the mutual authentication protocol is presented in § 3. In § 4, we
analyze the privacy protection of confidential information regarding the mutual
authentication protocol when it is used in combination with one of the proposed
search protocols. Then, traceability and impersonation attacks against the im-
proved search protocols are introduced in § 5 and § 6, respectively. Finally, in
§ 7 we extract some conclusions.

2 Protocols Description

The notation used through the paper can be consulted in Appendix A. A com-
plete description of Tan et al. mutual authentication protocol, search protocol
and improved search protocols is provided from Fig. 1 to Fig. 5. in Appendix
B. We now give a brief description of these schemes, but we urge the reader to
consult the original paper for further details [20].

Tan et al. mutual authentication protocol is divided into two phases, the
setup and the mutual authentication phase. In the setup phase, the reader Ri

authenticates itself to CA and obtains access to tags T1, · · · , Tn. Ri will receive
Li where:

Li = {(f(ri, t1), id1), · · · , (f(ri, tn), idn)}
In the mutual authentication phase, the reader sends a request to the tag. The
tag replies with a random value nj . Then, the reader sends its identifier ri and
a random value ni to the tag. The tag answers a tuple {h(f(ri, tj))m, h(f(ri,
tj‖ni‖nj)⊕ idj}, where nj represents a random value generated by the tag and
h(f(ri, tj))m symbolizes the first m bits of h(f(ri, tj)). Upon receiving these val-
ues, the reader hashes every entry in Li and checks whether the firstm bits match
with the received value h(f(ri, tj))m. After that, it computes h(f(ri, tj)‖ni‖nj)
and obtains idj by a simple XOR operation. If the obtained idj matches with
the idj stored in Li, the reader authenticates the tag.

Tan et al. also proposed several search protocols. In the basic protocol, sketched
in Fig.2, the reader broadcasts a triplet containing {h(f(ri, tj)‖nr)⊕ idj , nr, ri}.
Each tag Tj computes h(f(ri, tj)‖nr) and XORs it with the received value
h(f(ri, tj)‖nr) ⊕ idj to extract id. If id = idj , the matched tag authenticates
the reader and replies a tuple consisting of {h(f(ri, tj)‖nt‖nr)⊕ idj, nt}. As the
authors state in the article, this protocol is vulnerable to traceability attacks (see
Section 5 for more details). Motivated by this weakness, the authors proposed
three improved search protocols.

In the first of these, depicted in Fig. 3, each RFID tag keeps a record of the
recent random values used by the reader. Hence, a RFID tag rejects any query
for which the random value nr exists in its list. Specifically, the authors propose
that each tag keeps only the last seen random value – denoted as oldn.
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The second improved solution consists on a challenge and response scheme
(see Fig. 4). The reader broadcasts m bits of idj ({idj}m), its identifier ri and
a challenge ri. Any tag on reader range that matches the first m bits of the id
will reply to the query. So, depending on m, there could be multiple tags that
share the same m bits on id and answer the query. This approach is used to
avoid the condition where replying to a query can be used to identify a tag.
Nevertheless, this protocol does not work well when the tags’ id is structured,
e.g. the first several bits of the tags’ id represent the product code, the next
several bits provide the tag origin, manufacturer and so on.

Finally, Tan et al. proposed a third protocol, sketched in Fig. 5, in which the
use of noise attempts to mask the origin of the replies. Based on this approach,
each tag that receives a search query and does not match the request will reply
with some probability – λ. The authors claimed that an adversary cannot track
a tag since any tag could potentially reply.

3 Traceability Attack on the Mutual Authentication
Protocol

We can find in the literature a significant number of RFID authentication pro-
tocols based on hash-functions. Nevertheless, two main drawbacks dissuade au-
thors from its practical use. Firstly, the support on-chip of hash functions may be
questioned due to their demand for circuit size, memory and power consumption
[7]. Secondly, the search process in the readers – matching between the values
received from the tag and the records stored in the reader – often implies heavy
computation load.

Tan et al. [20] proposed that the tags transmit h(f(ri, tj))m as a mechanism
to improve the search time for the reader. In this Section, we evaluate how pri-
vacy location can be compromised by using this confidential information. More
precisely, we use traceability model proposed by Phan [3], which is a reformula-
tion of the model initially proposed by Juels and Weis [12] (the reader is urged
to consult Appendix C for details).

3.1 Proposed Attack

We show how Tan et al. protocol puts at stake the privacy location of tags’
holders because tags can be tracked with a high probability. Specifically, an
adversary A has to follow the steps described below:

– Phase 1 (Learning): A sends an Execute(Ri, T0, k) query and acquires the
public messages passed over the insecure radio channel {n0, ni, ri, h(f(ri, t0))m,
h(f(ri, t0)‖ni‖n0) ⊕ id0}. Then, A stores X = h(f(ri, t0))m as an static
search index linked to T0.

– Phase 2 (Challenge): A chooses two fresh tags {T0, T1} whose associated
identifiers and keys are {id0, t0} and {id1, t1}, respectively. He then sends a
Test(k′, T0, T1) query. As a result, and depending on a chosen random bit
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b ∈ {0, 1}, A is given an static search index Y = h(f(ri, tb))m from the set
{h(f(ri, t0))m, h(f(ri, t1))m}.

– Phase 3 (Guessing): A finishes G and outputs a bit ˜b as its conjecture of the
value b. In particular, A utilizes the following simple decision rule:

{

if X == Y ˜b = 0

if X �= Y ˜b = 1
(1)

We emphasize here that only static values are used for the computation of
the search indexes X and Y . That is, these ones are independent of the
random numbers associated to each session and are unequivocally linked to
a particular tag.

In [20], the authors define β as the probability that, given a tag, the probability
that when a reader reads in another tag having the same first m bits, the two
tags are the same. So, the advantage of an adversary after eavesdropping one
authentication session is described below:

AdvUNT
A (q, 1) = |(1

2
· 1 + 1

2
· β)− 1

2
| = β

2

If β = 1 the advantage of the adversary is maximal and the smaller the β,
the more privacy protection is offered. So, the benefits in the efficiency of the
protocol compromise the privacy location. The authors suggested that the way
of combating this problem is that tags only answer h(f(ri, tj)‖nj‖nj) ⊕ idj .
Nevertheless, their proposal then just turns into another proposal mixed in the
huge clutter of authentication protocols based on hash functions and the benefits
claimed of being a novel and efficient are ruined. In other words, efficiency in
the protocol is only obtained when privacy location is at risk.

3.2 A Note on the Second Improved Search Protocol

In this protocol (see Fig. 4), the authors follow a challenge and response scheme.
The reader broadcasts the first m bits of idj – denoted as [idj ]m – and the
matched tag replies {h(f(ri, tj)‖nt) ⊕ idj, nt}. The adversary (A) can follow
the same strategy described in the previous section and track tags. We roughly
describe the process to avoid repetition. In the Leaning Phase, A acquires the
first m bits of the static identifier (X = [idj]m) linked to T0. Then, the challenge
phase is executed; depending on a chosen random bit b ∈ {0, 1}, A captures the
first m bits of a static identifier Y = [idb]m ∈ {[id0]m, [id1]m}. Finally, in the
Guessing Phase, A hypothesizes on b value by using this following decision rule:

{

if X == Y ˜b = 0

if X �= Y ˜b = 1
(2)

In the original protocol, Tan et al. assume that several tags can share the same
[id]m. For that reason, they emphasize that the proposed solution does not work
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well for tags with an structured id. Under this condition, we consider the case
where each tag is assigned a random id, which complies with the authors’ re-
quirements. If we asumme that we have a population of N tags and the reader
sends [id]m , N

2m tags are expected to share the same [id]m. Nevertheless, given
T0 with [id0]m, any randomly selected tag T1 satisfies [id0]m = [id1]m with the
probability of 2−m. Hence, we can define γ = 1

2m as the probability that, given a
tag, the probability when the reader reads another tag having the same first m
bits, the two tags are different (i.e. γ = β − 1 according definition of the above
section). The adversary fails in her traceability attempt when T1 is randomly
chosen at the Challenge-Phase and it shares the same m-bits of the static iden-
tifier with T0 (i.e. [id0]m = [id1]m). So, after conducting the above attack, the
adversary advantage is:

AdvUNT
A (q, 1) = |(1

2
+

1

2
· (1− γ))− 1

2
| = 1

2
· (1 − γ) ≤ 1

2

To determine the lower bound of the adversary’s advantage in tracking a tag, we
consider the other side of the problem where the [id]m values are not random.
On the other hand, according to the authors’ assumption, all tags do not share
the same [id]m. Hence, the adversary can select its target tag T0 such that
given [id0]m and N as the number of tags in its range, at least N

2 of the tags
have different [id]m compared to [id0]m. Therefore, dividing the tags into two
separated groups, based on their [id]m, the adversary can select its target tag
from the group in minority. Hence, we can define γ ≤ 1

2 as the probability that,
given a selected tag, the probability when the reader reads another tag having the
same firstm bits, the two tags are different (i.e. γ = β−1 ). The adversary fails in
her traceability attempt when T1 is randomly chosen at the Challenge-Phase and
it shares the same m-bits of the static identifier with T0 (i.e. [id0]m = [id1]m).
So, after conducting the above attack, the adversary advantage for the group of
the tags that are in the minority considering its [id]m is:

AdvUNT
A (q, 1) = |(1

2
+

1

2
· (1− γ))− 1

2
| = 1

2
· (1 − γ) ≥ 1

4

Summarising both cases, if m > 0 – and 0 < γ < 1 consequently – the advan-
tage of the adversary is significant and the privacy location compromised. More
precisely, the adversary’s advantage is bounded as below:

1

4
≤ AdvUNT

A (q, 1) ≤ 1

2

4 id Disclosure Attack

In this section we analyze the security of the mutual authentication protocol
proposed by Tan et al. [20] when an RFID system uses this mutual authentica-
tion protocol combined with one of the search protocols presented in Section 2 –
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except the second improved search protocol sketched in Fig 4. We show how an
attacker can disclose the most valuable information stored on tags memory, the
unique identifier id. To success in our attack, we make the following assumption
about the hash function used in the authentication and search protocols. We
assume the usage of an iterated hash function based on Merkle-Damg̊ard (MD)
[4,15] with a compression function belongs to a group of PGV compression func-
tions [18] for which the message block Mi is used as the key in the underlying
block cipher E.

It must be noted that our assumption on the hash function does not compro-
mise the assumption made in the original paper [20]. More precisely, the authors
consider h(x) as a one-way hash function, which is not contradiction of what we
assume in our analysis. More over, the construction assumed, that is MD, is very
well-known and used in popular hash functions such as MD5 or SHA family. On
the other hand, it is a common approach to analyze the security of a provable
secure hash-based scheme with an ideal hash function by instantiating it with
a real hash function. For instance, in [9] Gauravaram and Knudsen shown an
approach to use the Dean’s method of finding expandable messages [6,13] for
finding a second preimage in the Merkle-Damg̊ard hash function to forge a sig-
nature scheme based on a RMX-hash function [10] which uses the Davies-Meyer
compression functions.

In Appendix D the hash function model is introduced in order to facilitate
the understanding of our proposed attack.

4.1 Proposed Attack

In this section we consider the mutual authentication protocol and the basic
search protocol (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, respectively). To disclose the id, when
the hash function uses MD construction with Davies Mayer (DM) [5] one-way
compression function, the adversary (A) does as follows:

1. A eavesdrops on a search session between Ri and Tj and records the query
(X = {h(f(ri, tj)‖nr)⊕ idj , nr, ri}) sent by Ri.

2. A supplants Ri in a mutual authentication session:
(a) A starts the protocol by sending a request to Tj.
(b) Tj replies with a random value nj .
(c) A sends {X[2], X[3]}, where X [i] symbolizes the i-th value of X .
(d) A captures the response of the tag (Y = {h(f(ri, t0))m, h(f(ri, tj)‖nr‖nj)⊕

idj}).
3. A knows X [1] = h(f(ri, tj)‖nr) ⊕ idj and Y [2] = h(f(ri, tj)‖nr‖nj) ⊕ idj

and the random numbers {nr, nj}.
4. Taking into account the MD structure and DM construction – our initial

assumption –, A uses X [1] and Y [2] to disclose idj as follows:
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a) A computes the XOR between the two values captured:

X[1]⊕ Y [2]

= h(f(ri, tj)‖nr)⊕ h(f(ri, tj)‖nr‖nj)

= h(f(ri, tj)‖nr)⊕ Enj (h(f(ri, tj)‖nr))

⊕h(f(ri, tj)‖nr)

= Enj (h(f(ri, tj)‖nr))

b) A obtains h(f(ri, tj)‖nr) value:

h(f(ri, tj)‖nr) = E−1
nj

(X [1]⊕ Y [2])

c) Finally, A discloses the static identifier idj:

idj = h(f(ri, tj)‖nr)⊕X [1]

= E−1
nj

(X [1]⊕ Y [2])⊕X [1]

So, the adversary can disclose the static identifier of a tag after observing an
execution of the search protocol and impersonating a reader in a session of
the mutual authentication scheme. Then, just by computing XOR operations
and a decryption in which the key is known, the static identifier is revealed,
compromising the privacy information.

Remark 1. A similar attack can be executed to disclose the idj of Tj when
the mutual authentication is used in conjunction with the first and the third
improved search protocols, sketched on Fig. 3 and Fig. 5 respectively.

Remark 2. A similar attack can be run to disclose the idj of Tj when the un-
derlying hash function is used with other one-way compression functions that
according [2] are indexed by 6, 7 and 8 in Table 2 in Appendix D.

Remark 3. The above attack may not work if the hash function is used along
with MD strengthening [14]. However, the usage of MD strengthening in this
application could be an unrealistic assumption because efficiency is a vital re-
quirement and we only work with messages of length at most three blocks, as-
suming that f(ri, tj) has the same length as nj , nr and the message block length
of compression function. We note that, for the given protocols, any call to the
hash function are of the form (h(f(ri, tj)), (h(f(ri, tj)‖nr), (h(f(ri, tj)‖nr‖nj)
or (h(f(ri, tj)‖nj‖nr).

5 Traceability Attack on Search Protocols

Besides RFID authentication protocols, other schemes for performing different
RFID operations are used. Searching protocols are one of these mentioned op-
erations and facilitate the seeking of an specific tag from a large population of
tags. To provide privacy and security, the scheme has to fulfil two requirements:
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1) RFID tags have to authenticate readers before answering; 2) RFID readers
have to make sure than only genuine tags receive and understand its query. In
other words, tags only have to answer to authenticated readers and readers only
have to query authenticated tags.

In Fig. 2, the basic search protocol is sketched. As the authors state in the
original article [20], the scheme does not offer protection against traceability
attacks. The traceability attack made reference here is quite different from the
one introduced in Section 3. Basically, the ultimate aim that an attacker pursues
here is the detection of the presence or absence of an specific tag. We now describe
how an attacker successes against the basic search protocol. First, the adversary
(A) eavesdrops on an execution of the protocol between a reader and a group
of tags – A only has to detect and capture the values from the query and the
answer. Then, A replies the captured query, the target tag answers – query is
legitimate – and finally A captures the answer. Although the obtained value is
different from the previous one – result of using the nonce nt – A can detect
the presence/absence of the target tag because only the pursued tag knows
the secret information {tj, idj} necessary to check the legitimacy of the query
and generate a valid answer. The attack can be extended by the information
obtained by physical observation. For that purpose, A isolates each tag in the
group, replies the captured query and waits for the answer.

In [20], several improved search protocols are proposed to minimize the impact
of this sort of tracking. Nevertheless, the authors fail in their attempt because the
new versions are insecure as the basic protocol. More precisely, in this section we
present traceability attacks on the first and the third improved search protocols
(see Fig. 3 and Fig. 5 for details) and concerning the second improved protocol
an attack was already presented in Section 3.2.

5.1 Traceability Attack on the First Improved Search Protocol

To avoid the reply of previous captured messages and facilitate the success of
traceability attacks, the reader has to be forced to use a different random number
nr for each new query. RFID tags can keep a record of the recent challenges used
to accomplish this task. More precisely, the authors considered enough that tags
only store the last random number used – denoted as oldn in Fig. 3. The authors
claimed that an adversary can not track a tag because the adversary needs two
successful queries. Nevertheless, this claim is incorrect and an adversary (A) can
exploit the symmetric of the protocol (query/reply). To mount a traceability
attack, A does as described below:

1. A eavesdrops a transaction between Ri and Ti and captures the query {X =
h(f(ri, tj)‖nr)⊕ idj , nr, ri} and the answer {Y = h(f(ri, tj)‖nt)⊕ idj , nt}
transmitted over the insecure radio channel.

2. A generates a legitimate query from the captured information: {Y,X [3]} =
{h(f(ri, tj)‖nt)⊕ idj , nt, ri}, where X [i] represents the i-th element of X .
Specifically,
(a) From the captured query, the identifier of the reader is copied (ri =

X [3]).
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(b) From the captured reply, a fresh authentication token (Y = {h(f(ri, tj)
‖nt)⊕idj , nt}) using a new random number n′

r is obtained (i.e. n′
r = nt).

3. To trace Ti, A replies {Y,X [3]} = {h(f(ri, tj)‖n′
r) ⊕ idj , n′

r, ri}, where
n′
r = nt.

4. If any tag T ∗ answers to the adversary, A detects the presence of Tj again.
As the query/answer is based on the knowledge of the private information
{tj, idj} linked unequivocally with one tag, only the target tag could check
the query and send the answer.

Alternatively, an adversary (A) can exploit the fact that only one random num-
ber is stored on tags memory. To conduct a traceability attack, the next steps
are followed by A:

1. A attacks a transaction between Ri and Ti:
(a) A captures the query (X = {h(f(ri, tj)‖nr) ⊕ idj , nr, ri}) sent by Ri

and stores this value.
(b) A frustrates the successful execution of the protocol by altering Ti answer

to some random value.
2. As consequence of the above error, the reader repeats the search and A does

not interfere in the protocol.
(a) Ri sends query X ′ = {h(f(ri, tj)‖n′

r)⊕ idj, n′
r, ri}.

(b) Tj checks X ′, updates oldn = n′
r and replies Y ′ = {h(f(ri, tj)‖n′

t) ⊕
idj , n′

t}
3. To trace Ti, A replies X which uses a fresh nr random value.
4. If any tag T ∗ answers to the adversary, A detects the presence of Tj again.

In fact Tj answers – assuming it still presents there– because X is a valid
token and a fresh value (nr �= oldn(= n′

r))

Summarizing, following one of these strategies, an attacker puts at stake the
privacy location. The risk is indeed maximal since the success probability is 1 and
the complexity of running the attack is negligible. The attacks can be avoided
by following well-known guidelines for designing cryptographic protocols. For
instance Principles 4 and 5 in Abadi and Needham’s guidelines are broken [1].

5.2 Traceability Attack on the Third Improved Search Protocol

The last solution the authors proposed to avoid traceability attacks consists
on using noise to mask the reply of the target tag. In the protocol, each tag
which receives a query and mismatches the request (id �= idj) will reply with
some probability (λ). The authors stated that an adversary (A) does not obtain
useful information to track a tag by replying a previous query since any tag could
reply. Nevertheless, we show how is possible to conduct an efficient traceability
attack against this protocol. The main observation for this attack is that when
Ri searches Tj , then the target tag Tj will answer with probability 1 while any
mismatched tag will reply with probability λ. To mount a traceability attack,
assuming a population of N tags in the range, A does as follows:
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1. A eavesdrops a transaction between Ri and Tj and captures the query (X =
{h(f(ri, tj)‖nr)⊕ idj, nr, ri}).

2. A checks the presence of the target tag Ns times. Specifically,
For s = 1 to Ns:
(a) A replies the query X .
(b) A counts the number of answered obtained, where c represents the counter.

i. If Tj is present, it answers Y = {h(f(ri, tj)‖n′
t)⊕ idj , n′

t}. The tag
detects an answer and increments the counter (c = c+ 1).

ii. For the rest of the tags (N − 1), each tag answers Y = {rand, n′
t}

with probability λ. When a tag replies, A detects the answer and
increments the counter (c = c+ 1).

3. Finally, A uses this simple but quite effective decision rule:

{
If c ≥ Ns+ (N − 1) ·Ns · λ Tj is present
If c < Ns+ (N − 1) ·Ns · λ Tj is not present

On the above algorithm, at each sending of a query a mismatched tag answers
with a probability of λ while the target tag replies with a probability of 1. If
Tj is not present and A repeatedly replies Ns queries, A obtains on average
(N − 1) ·Ns · λ answers. When Tj is present, the above mentioned value will be
Ns + (N − 1) ·Ns · λ. Hence, (N − 1) ·Ns · λ can be interpreted as the average
value of the “noise” inserted by the mismatched tags. So, the attacker running
the above attack can track the target tag, just by counting the number of answers
received. Nevertheless, to determine the success probability, we should consider
the possible errors:

– Error1 : It denotes the case when Tj is present but the above threshold is
not satisfied. In this case the algorithm will not trace the tag properly and
PrError1 represents the probability of this false alarm.

– Error2 : It denotes a case when Tj is not present but the above threshold is
satisfied. In this case the algorithm wrongly alarms that Tj is present while
it is not there. The probability of this false alarm is denoted as PrError2 .

Error1 only can happen if Tj is not the target tag. Hence, A has N mismatched
tags in the range and each tag will reply with probability λ at each query. It can
be modeled as a random process with a binomial distribution with parameters
p = λ and n = N ·Ns. Error1 happens if:

c ≥ Ns+ (N − 1) ·Ns · λ
Hence, this error can be estimated as follows:

PrError1 =

N·Ns∑
i=Ns+(N−1)·Ns·λ

(
N ·Ns

i

)
× λi × (1− λ)(N·Ns)−i
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On the other hand, Error2 can only happen if Tj is there. Hence, A has N − 1
mismatched tags in the range that will reply to each query with probability
λ. It can be modeled as a random process with a binomial distribution with
parameters p = λ and n = (N − 1) ·Ns. Error2 happens when for Ns queries,
the mismatched tags in the range reply less times than (N − 1) ·Ns · λ. Hence,
PrError2 can be estimated as described below:

PrError2 =

(N−1)·Ns·λ−1∑
i=0

(
(N − 1) ·Ns

i

)
× λi × (1− λ)((N−1)·Ns)−i

Assuming large values for N , it can be approximated as follows:

PrError2
∼=

(N−1)·Ns·λ−1∑
i=0

(
N ·Ns

i

)
× λi × (1− λ)(N·Ns)−i

Given that Error1 and Error2 will never happen together and defining γ as the
probability of the event that Tj is present, the total error probability (PrError)
can be determined as detailed below:

PrError = PrError1 × (1− γ) + PrError2 × γ ≤

PrError1 + PrError2

On the other hand, for a binomial distribution with parameters p = λ and
n = N ·Ns repetition, we have the following equality:

N·Ns∑
i=0

(
N ·Ns

i

)
× λi × (1− λ)(N·Ns)−i = 1

So, the probability of success (PrSuc. = 1−PrError) can be estimated as follows:

PrSuc.
∼=

Ns+(N−1)·Ns·λ−1∑
i=(N−1)·Ns·λ

(
N ·Ns

i

)
× λi × (1− λ)(N·Ns)−i

In Table 1 the PrSuc. for several values of λ, Ns and N has been depicted. It
shows that the success probability of attack is considerable. The complexity of
the described attack is Ns, which represents the number of queries an adversary
has to send and then count the number of answers obtained.
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Table 1. The success probability of the traceability attack on the third improved
search protocol for different values of λ, N and Ns . In this table H and L denote
Ns+ (N − 1) ·Ns · λ− 1 and (N − 1) ·Ns · λ respectively.

λ Ns N H L N · Ns Prsuc.

0.1 10 10 18 9 100 0.6745

0.1 100 10 189 90 1000 0.8666

0.1 200 10 379 180 2000 0.9385

0.1 10 100 108 99 1000 0.3731

0.1 100 100 1089 990 10000 0.6211

0.1 200 100 2179 1980 20000 0.6847

0.1 10 1000 1008 999 10000 0.1313

0.1 100 1000 10089 9990 100000 0.3708

0.1 200 1000 20179 19980 200000 0.46934

0.05 10 10 13.5 4.5 100 0.5635

0.05 100 10 144 45 1000 0.7853

0.05 200 10 289 90 2000 0.86

0.05 10 100 58.5 49.5 1000 0.4097

0.05 100 100 594 495 10000 0.5971

0.05 200 100 1189 990 20000 0.6317

0.05 10 1000 508.5 499.5 10000 0.1603

0.05 100 1000 5094 4995 100000 0.4454

0.05 200 1000 10189 9990 200000 0.5161

0.01 10 10 9.9 0.9 100 0.634

0.01 100 10 108 9 1000 0.6683

0.01 200 10 217 18 2000 0.7041

0.01 10 100 18.9 9.9 1000 0.5358

0.01 100 100 198 99 10000 0.5536

0.01 200 100 397 198 20000 0.5661

0.01 10 1000 108.9 99.9 10000 0.3183

0.01 100 1000 1098 999 100000 0.5159

0.01 200 1000 2197 1998 200000 0.5209

6 Impersonation Attacks on Search Protocols

Tan et al. [20] claim that the search protocols are resistant again cloning attacks.
More precisely, they consider the skimming attack described in [11]. The attacker
(A) starts querying Tj and capturing a response. She then copies the response

on a fake RFID tag (T̂j). A successes in her attempt when she tricks Ri into

believing that T̂j is Tj. The authors state that as result of using fresh random
numbers nr generated by the challenger (Ri), previous responses are not valid
and counterfeit tags are detected.

We now show how the first and the third improved search protocols are vul-
nerable to impersonation attacks, fooling the reader about the presence of the
target tag. More precisely, we propose an attack on-the-fly exploiting the sym-
metric between a query and an answer. That is, in the original protocols the
authors ignored the Principle 4 for designing cryptographic protocols [1]. To
conduct the attack, A follows the next steps:

1. A eavesdrops the query X = {h(f(ri, tj)‖nr)⊕ idj , nr, ri} sent by Ri and
stores this tuple.

2. In the future when A receives a request X ′from Ri, she can impersonate Tj

by replying Y = {X [1], X [2]}, where X[i] symbolizes the i-th element of X .
3. Finally, when Ri checks Y it is convinced of the presence of Tj.

So, an attacker just replies messages and simulates the presence of the target tag
with a 100% of success. In the original protocols, the mistake is two fold: first
the random number nr generated by Ri (the challenger) does not take part in
the response and secondly the frame of the query/answer message is symmetric.
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7 Conclusions

In [20], the authors dealt with the design of an authentication protocol without
requiring a permanent connection to a central database, which is a thought pro-
voking challenge. Furthermore, Tan et al. introduced the problem of efficiently
searching for an specific tag in a large population of tags. Nevertheless, we show
how these proposals are insecure because an attacker can compromise the pri-
vacy of confidential information (id disclosure attack) and put at risk the privacy
of location (traceability attack). Moreover, an attacker can easily trace and sup-
plant a tag, ruining the usefulness of the search protocols. The complexity of the
proposed attacks is negligible and the adversary’s success probability is signifi-
cant – sometimes even maximal as in the id disclosure or in the impersonation
attack.
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Appendix

A Notation

Through the paper, we use the following notation:

• Ri: RFID reader i.
• ri: Static identifier of Ri.
• Ti: RFID tag i.
• idj : Static identifier of Ti.
• ti: Secret of Ti.
• nr: Random number generated by the reader.
• nt: Random number generated by the tag.
• Li: Access list for Ri.
• n: Number of entries in Li.
• h(x): One-way hash function.
• f(x, y): Concatenation of x and y, then applying h(.), h(x||y).
• CA: Trusted party, responsible for authenticating readers and deploying tags.
• m: Number of bits defined by CA, m < l.
• l: Output length of hash h(.).
• A → B: Sending a message from A to B.

B Tan et al. Protocols

Fig. 1. The mutual authentication protocol proposed by Tan et al. [20]
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Fig. 2. The basic search protocol proposed by Tan et al. [20]

Fig. 3. The first improved search protocol proposed by Tan et al. [20]

Fig. 4. The second improved search protocol proposed by Tan et al. [20]

Fig. 5. The third improved search protocol proposed by Tan et al. [20]

C Privacy Model

In RFID schemes, tags (T ) and readers (R) interact in protocol sessions. In
general terms, the adversary (A) controls the communications between all the
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participants and interacts passively or actively with them. Specifically, A can
run the following queries:

– Execute(Ri, Tj , k) query. This models a passive attacker. A eavesdrops on
the channel, and gets read access to the exchanged messages between Ri and
Tj in session k of a genuine protocol execution.

– Test(k′, T0, T1) query. This does not model any ability of A, but it is neces-
sary to define the untraceability test. When this query is invoked for session
k′, a random bit is generated b ∈ {0, 1}. Then, the tokens {Xb, Yb, Zb, . . .}
from the set {{X0, Y0, Z0, . . .}, {X1, Y1, Z1, . . .}} corresponding to tags {T0, T1}
are given to A.

Upon definition of the adversary’s abilities, the untraceability problem can be
defined as a game G divided into three phases:

– Phase-1 (Learning): A can make any number of Execute queries, which facili-
tates the eavesdropping of exchanged messages – modelling a passive attacker
– over the insecure radio channel.

– Phase-2 (Challenge): A chooses two fresh tags {T0, T1} whose associated
identifiers and keys are {id0, t0} and {id1, t1}, respectively. He then sends a
Test(k′, T0, T1) query. As a result, and depending on a chosen random bit b ∈
{0, 1}, A is given the tokens {Xb, Yb, Zb, . . .} from the set {{X0, Y0, Z0, . . .},
{X1, Y1, Z1, . . .}} .

– Phase-3 (Guessing): A ends the game and outputs a bit ˜b as its conjecture
of the value of b.

A’s success in winning G is equivalent to the success of breaking the untrace-
ability property offered by the protocol. So the advantage of A in distinguishing
whether the messages correspond to T0 or T1 is defined as below:

AdvUNT
A (q, kr) = |Pr[˜b = b]− 1

2
|

where q is a security parameter (i.e. the bit length of the key shared between
the tag and the reader) and kr is the number of times A runs an Execute query.

Definition 1. An RFID protocol in an RFID system (S= {Ri, T0, T1, ....}) in
which an adversary A can invoke {Execute(Ri, Tj, k), Test( k′, T0, T1)} in a
game G, offers resistance against traceability if:

AdvUNT
A (q, kr) < ε(q, kr) (3)

ε(.) being some negligible function.

D Hash Function Model

A cryptographic hash function maps messages of arbitrary length to fixed-length
message digests (hash values). Commonly, to compress messages of arbitrary
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length to fixed-length digests, a fixed-input-length compression function is used
in a mode of operation. The most commonly used mode of operation is the
Merkle-Damg̊ard hash construction [4,15].

The Merkle-Damg̊ard (MD) is a well known hash construction, which is used
in almost all popular hash functions such as MD5 [19], SHA-1 [16] and SHA-
2 [8]. Given a message M = M1‖...‖Ml and g : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}m → {0, 1}n as
a compression one-way function, MD hash function computes the hash value of
M as follows:

Hg(M) = g(g(...g(IV,M1), ...),Ml)

where IV is the initial value.
In this paper we assume that the hash functions used in the mutual authentica-

tion protocol and the search protocols are based on Merkle-Damg̊a construction
with fixed IV but without employing MD strengthening. It should be noted that
the MD construction has a security reduction [4,15], showing how a collision
for the hash function entails a collision for the compression function. This is
achieved by including the length of the message as part of the message padding.
This technique is called MD strengthening [14]. The security reduction of the
MD construction is valid for arbitrary initial values (IVs). On the other hand,
Damg̊ard [4] also observed that a similar reduction is possible in an iterated
hash function construction when the IV is fixed but the message length is not
appended. In [17], Preneel recommended to fix the IV as well as to employ MD
strengthening, and we can find this approach in many standard hash functions
(e.g., SHA and RIPEMD families). Nevertheless, the security of the hash func-
tion is not compromise whether the IV is fixed and MD strengthening is not
used. This second approach is what we do in our proposed attack. Moreover,
this approach sounds more realistic for an RFID application as we can avoid
extra calls to the compression function.

Compression one-way functions are the cryptographic primitives that hashes
fixed-length-input messages to the fixed-length hash values. These primitives are
generally used as the building blocks in a mode of operation (e.g. MD) to design
hash functions that process messages of arbitrary length. A common approach
to build one-way compression functions is to use block ciphers. Preneel, Gov-
aerts and Vandewalle (PGV) [18] showed sixty-four ways of building compression
function modes from block ciphers and twelve of these were shown to be both
collision and (second) preimage resistant. Henceforth, these schemes are known
as PGV compression functions. Some years later, Black, Rogaway and Shrimp-
ton [2] formally showed that these twelve compression functions are collision
and (second) preimage resistant in the ideal cipher model. These compression
functions are represented in Table 2, where E symbolizes an ideal block cipher.
A general form of these compression functions are as described below:

g(Hi,Mi) = EKE (PTE)⊕ U

where the plaintext PTE , the key KE and the feed-forward value U belong to
the set {Mi, Hi,Mi ⊕Hi, v} and v is a known constant value.
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Table 2. PGV compression functions. The column with ı represents the PGV schemes
that are collision and (second) preimage resistant [2]. The column with j represents the
numbering of the compression functions as in [18], which was also put forward in [2].
In this Table, wi = mi ⊕Hi−1 and v is a constant value.

ı [2] j [18] PGV: hi = ı [2] j [18] PGV: hi =

1 Emi
(mi) ⊕ v 33 Emi

(wi) ⊕ v

2 EHi−1
(mi) ⊕ v 34 EHi−1

(wi) ⊕ v

3 Ewi
(mi) ⊕ v 35 Ewi

(wi) ⊕ v

4 Ev(mi) ⊕ v 36 Ev(wi) ⊕ v
5 Emi

(mi) ⊕ mi 37 Emi
(wi) ⊕ mi

1 6 EHi−1
(mi) ⊕ mi 4 38 Ehi

(wi) ⊕ mi

9 7 Ewi
(mi) ⊕ mi 39 Ewi

(wi) ⊕ mi
8 Ev(mi) ⊕ mi 40 Ev(wi) ⊕ mi
9 Emi

(mi) ⊕ Hi−1 8 41 Emi
(wi) ⊕ Hi−1

10 EHi−1
(mi) ⊕ Hi−1 42 EHi−1

(wi) ⊕ Hi−1

11 11 Ewi
(mi) ⊕ Hi−1 43 Ewi

(wi) ⊕ Hi−1
12 Ev(mi) ⊕ Hi−1 44 Ev(wi) ⊕ Hi−1
13 Emi

(mi) ⊕ wi 6 45 Emi
(wi) ⊕ wi

3 14 EHi−1
(mi) ⊕ wi 2 46 EHi−1

(wi) ⊕ wi

15 Ewi
(mi) ⊕ wi 47 Ewi

(wi) ⊕ wi
16 Ev(mi) ⊕ wi 48 Ev(wi) ⊕ wi
17 Emi

(Hi−1) ⊕ v 49 Emi
(v) ⊕ v

18 EHi−1
(Hi−1) ⊕ v 50 EHi−1

(v) ⊕ v

19 Ewi
(Hi−1) ⊕ v 51 Ewi

(v) ⊕ v

20 Ev(Hi−1) ⊕ v 52 Ev(v) ⊕ v

21 Emi
(Hi−1) ⊕ mi 53 Emi

(v) ⊕ mi
22 EHi−1

(Hi−1) ⊕ mi 54 EHi−1
(v) ⊕ mi

12 23 Ewi
(Hi−1) ⊕ mi 55 Ewi

(v) ⊕ mi
24 Ev(Hi−1) ⊕ mi 56 Ev(v) ⊕ mi

5 25 Emi
(Hi−1) ⊕ Hi−1 57 Emi

(v) ⊕ Hi−1
26 EHi−1

(Hi−1) ⊕ Hi−1 58 EHi−1
(v) ⊕ Hi−1

10 27 Ewi
(Hi−1) ⊕ Hi−1 59 Ewi

(v) ⊕ Hi−1
28 Ev(Hi−1) ⊕ Hi−1 60 Ev(v) ⊕ Hi−1

7 29 Emi
(Hi−1) ⊕ wi 61 Emi

(v) ⊕ wi
30 EHi−1

(Hi−1) ⊕ wi 62 EHi−1
(v) ⊕ wi

31 Ewi
(Hi−1) ⊕ wi 63 Ewi

(v) ⊕ wi
32 Ev(Hi−1) ⊕ wi 64 Ev(v) ⊕ wi

In this article, we consider a group of PGV compression functions that use
Mi as the KE . For instance, one of these compression functions is known as
Davies Mayer (DM) [5], which is indexed by Preneel et al. [18] as the 25th

scheme and by Black et al. [2] as the 5th scheme. Given a block cipher E, this
compression function accepts the ith chaining value Hi and a message block Mi

and compresses these as follows:

g(Hi,Mi) = EMi(Hi)⊕Hi

Other secure schemes that we consider in this article are the schemes 6th, 7th

and 8th – following the Black et al. [2] indexing.
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